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CHAPTER 1
The Birth of Modern Physics



1.1: Classical Physics of the 1890s
 Mechanics
 Electromagnetism
 Thermodynamics

Triumph of Classical Physics:
Conservation Laws

• Conservation of energy
• Conservation of linear momentum
• Conservation of angular momentum
• Conservation of charge
• Conservation of mass ??



Mechanics



Three laws describing the relationship between mass and acceleration.

 Newton’s first law (law of inertia): An object in motion with a constant 
velocity will continue in motion unless acted upon by some net external 
force.

 Newton’s second law: The acceleration of a body is proportional to the net 
force and inversely proportional to the mass.

A more general statement relates force (F) as responsible for the  change in 
linear momentum (p): 

 Newton’s third law (law of action and reaction): The force exerted by body 
1 on body 2 is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force that 
body 2 exerts on body 1.

Newton’s Laws of Motion
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Electromagnetism

Lorentz law (force)F qE qv B  
  

Building on developments of others (Coulomb, Oersted, 
Young, Ampère, Faraday),

Maxwell (1831-1879) summarized the behavior of 
electricity and magnetism in four equations:



Thermodynamics



1.2: The Kinetic Theory of Gases 



Other Developments
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1.3: Waves and Particles

• The distinctions are observationally quite clear; 
however, not so for the case of visible light

• Thus by the 17th century begins the major 
disagreement concerning the nature of light



The Nature of Light





1.4: Conservation Laws and 
Fundamental Forces



Also in the Modern Context…

 The three fundamental forces are introduced

 Gravitational: 

 Electroweak
 Weak: Responsible for nuclear beta decay and effective only 

over distances of ~10−15 m
 Electromagnetic: (Coulomb force)

 Strong: Responsible for “holding” the nucleus together 
and effective less than ~10−15 m



Goal: Unification of All Forces into a Single Force 



1.5: The Atomic Theory of Matter
 Initiated by Democritus and Leucippus (~450 B.C.)

(first to us the Greek atomos, meaning “indivisible”)

 Avogadro proposes in 1811 that all gases at the same temperature, pressure, 
and volume contain the same number of molecules (atoms); 6.02 × 1023 

atoms

 Robert Brown (1753 – 1858) observes in 1827 microscopic “random” motion 
of suspended grains of pollen in water -> Brownian motion

 Max Planck (1858 – 1947) advances the concept to explain blackbody 
radiation by use of submicroscopic “quanta”

 Boltzmann requires existence of atoms for his advances in statistical 
mechanics

 Einstein in the 20th century explains Brownian motion using atomic theory



Overwhelming Evidence for Existence of Atoms

 Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955), in one of his three 
famous papers published in 1905 (the others were about 
special relativity and photoelectric effect), uses 
molecules to explain Brownian motion and determines 
the approximate sizes and masses of atoms and 
molecules from experimental data.

 Jean Perrin (1870 – 1942) in 1908 experimentally 
verifies Einstein’s predictions. His experiment was 
constituent with the Einstein’s atomic theory and gave a 
quantitative determination of Avogadro’s number.

 Since 1908 the atomic theory of matter has been 
accepted. 



1.6: Unresolved Questions of 1895 and 
New Horizons

“two clouds on the horizon”



Michelson and Morley experiment





Additional Discoveries Contribute 
to the Complications during 1895-1897

 Discovery of x-rays
 Discovery of radioactivity
 Discovery of the electron
 Discovery of the Zeeman effect



The Beginnings of Modern Physics

 These new discoveries and the many resulting 
complications required a revision of the fundamental 
physical assumptions that  culminated in the huge 
successes of the classical foundations.

 To this end, the introduction of the modern theory of 
relativity and quantum mechanics becomes the 
starting point of this most fascinating revision.


